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Netherlands – Postal trade unions BVPP and FNV can live with  
PostNL’s decision of not taking over the whole of Sandd’s deliverers 

Competition in the postal sector is hard and Sandd was losing millions 
of euros, which made bankruptcy drawing nearer and which made 
secretary of state Mona Keijzer decide to approve of PostNL taking 
over Sandd. However, PostNL has announced that it will not take over 
7000 of Sandd’s 11000 postal deliverers. 

The question is raised whether PostNL had done enough to take over 
Sandd’s workers. The trade unions BVPP and FNV are of the view 
that this is so. PostNL has set up many meetings with Sandd 
deliverers to reach agreements with them, but 60 % of them decided 

not to accept the offer. In the case of bankruptcy, the consequences would have been more severe and, as 
Gerard van Rijn of the BVPP declared, the workers would not have the benefit of a social regulation which 
they have now. 

Besides, a great amount of jobs in Sandd can be classified as atypical jobs. For example, pensioners who 
deliver postal pieces a couple of days in the week. 

On the other hand, the trade unions warn that, as the result of the takeover, the postal volume for PostNL will 
increase, with the inevitable result of postal bags becoming heavier. This must not lead to making it 
impossible for PostNL workers to cope with this extra volume. 

From the 1800 Sandd workers in other functions, PostNL will take over 300 to 400 workers. 
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